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Bus terminal

Drug store
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DAISO(100yen shop)
Electronics store
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Grilled beef
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Drug store
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Sushi restaurant
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Rice spirit distillery
（Open 9:00～17:00）
 Free tasting
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Slow café
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tenmangu shrine

Rice spirit distillery
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「Minomo」
blacksmith & knife shop
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Hitoyoshi ryokan
café Amairo

Kuma coffee 
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Folk art shop
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Miso curd tofu shop
 「Itsukiyahonpo」

Ikkyu
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Italian restaurant
「Mizumoto」

Gyoza(Chinese dumpling) 
restaurant 「Shoryuken」

Mechanical clockMechanical clock

Eikokuji temple
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Opening hours 9:00～18:00
Closes weekend&holidays
At this facility, they introduce 
the charm of Japan heritage 

「Hitoyoshi Kuma」 watching 
videos.
There are free brochures of 
Hitoyoshi Kuma region.
It also has co-working space.
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KumarivaKumariva

Opening hours 9:00～17:00
Closes every Wednesdays
At this facility, they introduce 
the charm of JR Hisatsu line 
and Kumagawa railroad.
Admission is free. Children can 
have va r ious exper iences 
about railway like riding mini 
SL etc.
It also has a souvenir shop and 
observation deck to be able to 
watch trains.
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Hitoyoshi railway museum
MOZOCA station 868
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This street is called Kajiya machi street which means 
Blacksmith street where many Blacksmiths lived until 
the Edo period.
There are some over 100 years old buildings on this 
street.
We can feel nostalgic atmosphere when you walk this 
cobbled street.
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Opening hours 9:00～16:00
Soy sauce and Miso using homemade natural moromi 
are made at this factory.
The 100m long warehouse has moromi rooms, 
rooms for making soy sauce, a 2m-high pressure cook-
er,and rooms for storing miso. There are also free 
guided tours.
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coffee

GuestHouse CITY

Hitoyoshi 
Container Marche

EAT!LIVE

 taxi stand

Old Samurai
residence & garden
(temporary closed)

Iwakuranomori Sekitei

Operating times
Mar.～Oct. 9:00～18:00  every hour
Nov.～Feb. 9:00～17:00  every hour
[Story]
The lord of Sagara clan wearing 
village headman’s costume went down 
to the town to have a look of festival. 
He enjoyed hot spa, Shochu(rice 
spirit) and watching folk dancing 
while he was there. He was so proud 
o f  the  l and  and  the  peop le  o f  
Hitoyoshi.
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Information

Hotel & Ryokan

Sightseeing place

Temple,Shrine

Shochu distillery

Japan Heritage

Lunch

Cafe

Sweets,bread

Souvenir,Shopping

Convinience store

Hot spa

Foot spa

Public restroom

Taxi stand

Bicycle rental

Car park

Bus terminal

Koban

Post office


